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Imbabura Kichwa (IK) is one of the most important indigenous languages of Ecuador. IK

is the northermost Ecuadorean Kichwa variety. Although it has a very good number of speakers

(around 150,000), IK is one of the less studied languages in linguistic terms.

Ecuadorean Kichwa, and specifically Ecuadorean Highland Kichwa show that there is very

little morphological variation within its sub-varieties. However, there are visible differences at the

phonological level. Imbabura Kichwa shows this variation to be more prominent than in other vari-

eties. These differences among Ecuadorean Kichwa sub-varieties haven’t been studied thoroughly.

In this report, I will explain the phonological structure of Imbabura Kichwa. The main goal

is to analyze and understand how the sounds are distributed throughout the language. To do so, I

will describe the syllable structure and stress pattern of the language in addition to the phonemic

realizations of IK. Allophonic variations and the rules explaining the environments in which they

occur will also be covered. Knowing the phonological structure of this language is crucial for future

studies on morphology, syntax and semantics.

Key words: Imbabura Kichwa, Otavalo, Ecuadorean Kichwa, Ecuador, Imbabura, Kichwa,

Kichwa Phonology.
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1 Introduction

This paper is intended to describe and introduce the basic concepts of phonology and

support the analysis of the phonological structure of Imbabura Kichwa. Imbabura Kichwa (IK) is

a language that is spoken in the northern Andean region of Ecuador, around the cities of Otavalo,

Cotacachi, Atuntaqui and Ibarra in the province of Imbabura. This language is classified as Quechua

II-B1 by Adelaar (2004), and it is coded as /qvi/ by the Ethnologue.

The Quechua language family is well known for its agglutinating arrangement of suffixes

where these suffixes play a key role in how the language is structured. However, this morphological

peculiarity of Kichwa does not affect phonemic and phonological patterns of the language. Cole,

(1982:199-215) explains some phonological patterns in IK and how it differs from other varieties of

Kichwa. I will follow his work, and use my own judgement as a native speaker of IK to inform this

study.
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2 History of Quechua

Cerron Palomino (1987:32), states that Fray Domingo de Santo Tomas (a Spanish

priest) named the language of the Incas Quichua for first the time around 1551 - 1560, and since then

the language has been known as Quechua, Quichua or Kichwa depending on where the language is

spoken. However, there is no evidence that the inhabitants of the Incan empire called their language,

Quechua back then. It is also known as runa shimi, the language of man, by the speakers.

There is no clear evidence and/or agreement among historians where Quechua began and

later spread all over the Incan Empire. So far, there are 2 theories that attempt to explain this

mystery:

(a) The traditional interpretation that assumes Cuzco as the birthplace of Quechua, and,

(b) A newer version where Torero (1974) claims that the Quechua birthplace may be several

hundred miles north of Cuzco, somewhere in the coastal and sierra regions of central Peru.

The birthplace of the language is therefore not defined, nor is it known when the Quichua

language expansion happened exactly. It is known that the Incas brought it into the conquered

regions, but Torero (1974) suggests that this expansion may have happened as early as the first half

of the first millenium, which is the most realistic approach, at least for the Northern varieties.
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3 Ecuadorean Kichwa

The presence of Quichua in Ecuador dates back to long before the arrival of the Incas

in the XV century as Torero (1974) suggests. This theory is supported by Parker (1972). After the

arrival of the Incas, the language acquired official status as a Language of the Tawantinsuyu Empire

until its fall under the Spanish conquerers.

In the colonial era, Ecuadorean Quichua remained strong even though it suffered a sharp

decline of speakers mainly due to illness brought by the Spaniards. Furthermore, the importance of

the language suffered a big decline after independence. In the Republican era, Quichua was rele-

gated to local communication in the areas where it was spoken. However, it is regaining importance

and is playing a role as a key identity player in XXI century.

3.1 Quichua to Kichwa

Historically, the Ecuadorean branch was known as Quichua. However, after efforts

of standardization of Ecuadorean Quichua as a language group, it was suggested that the name be

changed to Kichwa in agreement with the new proposed alphabet. ALKI, (2010) (Academia de

la Lengua Kichwa), jointly with the Ecuadorean Government agreed to change its official name

to ECUADOREAN KICHWA. At the same time, a new writing system called the Orthography of

Kichwa Unificado was introduced in order to study it better and produce educational materials for

scholars and speakers.

This effort by ALKI, is the highest profile work done in an indigenous language in Ecuador.

This work goes along with the declaration of Kichwa as an Official Indigenous Language of Com-

munication in the second article of the Ecuadorean Constitution of 2008.

3.2 Ecuadorean Kichwa Distribution

In Ecuador, Kichwa has been subdivided into 2 main branches as shown in the lan-

guage tree below: Highland Kichwa and Lowland Kichwa. Highland Kichwa has also been divided

into 6 varieties: Imbabura, Pichincha, Cotopaxi, Chimborazo, Salasaca, Cañar and Saraguro which
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are mutually intelligible. Similarly, Lowland Kichwa also has 3 different varieties: Napo, Tena,

Pastaza as shown in the language tree below.

Figure 1: Ecuadorean Kichwa Branches

ECUADOREAN KICHWA

Highlands

Southern

Saraguro

(Loja)

Central

Canar Chimborazo Cotopaxi Salasaca

Northern

Calderon Imbabura

Lowlands

Pastaza Napo Tena

The map (figure 2) below shows the distribution of Ecuadorean Kichwa in the country.

Figure 2: Map of Ecuadorean Kichwa
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3.3 Imbabura Kichwa

Imbabura Kichwa (IK) is the northernmost Ecuadorean variety of Kichwa. This lan-

guage (IK) has also some sub-varieties that show only "minor" variations which are mostly mor-

phological, as in the examples of table (1) bellow:

(1) Otavalo San Rafael La Esperanza Imantag

<allku-ku> <allku-wa> <allki-tu> <alku-ku>

/alkugu/ /alkuwa/ /alkitu/ /alkugu/

dog-AFFECT.DIM dog-AFFECT.DIM dog-AFFECT.DIM dog-AFFECT.DIM

The examples in (1) clearly show some changes to the AFFECTIVE.DIMINUTIVE marker.

This, and some other minor morphological differences encountered in IK allow a straightforward

phonological analysis in IK. All of them except La Esperanza have similar phonetic outputs if

speakers from this area pronounce these words. Indeed, the exact pronunciations are: [alkugu],

[alkuwa] and [alkitu]. The AFFECT.DIM morpheme for the Zuleta-La Esperanza variety [-itu] is a

borrowing morpheme from Spanish DIM [-ito] marker.

Phonetically, the different sub-varieties of IK do not differ enough to consider the sounds

that they produce to be relevant to be considered separately as a subject of analysis. Therefore, I

will analyze the phonological system of Imbabura Kichwa as a whole.

The following diagram shows the different varieties of IK.

Figure 3: Imbabura Kichwa

IMBABURA KICHWA

Otavalo La

Esperanza

Pijal

San Rafael

Imantag

This language (IK) is spoken in the rural and urban areas of Otavalo, Cotacachi, Atuntaqui

and Ibarra as well as by the migrant diaspora in the USA and Europe. The Ecuadorean Statistical
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Agency INEC (2010) calculates that there are around 150,000 people who have IK as their mother

language out of the 400,000 people living in the province.

The distribution of IK within the Province of Imbabura is shown in the map (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Imbabura Kichwa Map
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4 Phonemic Analysis

This study is intended to explain how sound patterns interact in the language and how

they behave in a given environment in IK. The sound system used in this paper is based on the daily

speech Kichwa in Otavalo and its surrounding communities. In this section I present the phonemes

of IK.

4.0.1 IPA Chart

The IPA chart below shows the phonetic consonant inventory of Imbabura Kichwa.

The IPA chart (1) for consonantal sounds of Imbabura Kichwa shows that it has 35 conso-

nantal sounds. There are 22 consonant phonemes in the language and 13 allophonic sounds. The

allophonic sounds are in parentheses.

There are some preliminary remarks we have to make about the consonantal IPA chart of

this language (IK):

i). In contrast with other Peruvian Quechua varieties, IK and the other Ecuadorean Kichwa

varieties do not have uvular consonants.

ii). Ecuadorean varieties in general do not have ejectives, or any other complex phonetic

realizations as some Peruvian Quechua varieties do.

iii). Imbabura Kichwa clearly favors the fricativization of the bilabial plosive aspirated

sound /ph/ to the fricative bilabial /F/ sound. Similarly the velar aspirated plosive /kh/ is re-

alized as the glottal sound /h/. These occurrences will be discussed later. This affirmation

is based on observations of what scholars such as Torero (1974), Adelaar (2004), Cerron

Palomino (1987), Lombeida Naranjo (1976) have stated in their works about different

varieties of Quechua in Perú and Ecuador.

iv). The voiceless alveolar affricate /�ts/ sound belongs to pre-Kichwa languages that ex-

isted long before Kichwa reached that geographical region as Adelaar (2004) and Cole

(1982) states.
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Table 1: Phonetic Consonantal Inventory of Imbabura Kichwa

Bilabial
Labio

Dental
Alveolar

Alveo

Palatal
Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal

Vless Voi Vless Voi Vless Voi Vless Voi Vless Voi Vless Voi Vless Voi Vless Voi

Plosives p (b) t (d) k g

Aspirated ph th kh

Nasals m n (ï) ñ (N)

Flap R

Affricates
>
ts (

>
dz)

>
tS (

>
dZ) (

>
ãü)

Fricatives F (B) (f) s z S Z (ü) (x) (G) h

Approximants j w

L.Approximants l

Unreleased (k^)

Voi = Voiced

Vless = Voiceless

() = Sounds in parentheses are allophonic realizations in the language
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v). IK is losing its aspirated sounds, as explained in (ii) above. There are only few words

remaining with this characteristic.

4.0.2 Syllable structure of Imbabura Kichwa

Languages around the world have different syllable structures. Some languages such

as English or Spanish allow consonant clusters, and Imbabura Kichwa does as well. However, IK

has certain restrictions that I will explain later. Here in (2) we have the different syllable structures

present in IK.

Table (2): Syllable Structure of IK

(2) V VC CV CVC CCV CCVC CVV VV

a.pi al.ku si.sa laR.ka wa.GRa kwaï.
>
ãüa mai.mi ai.

>
tSa

‘soup’ ‘dog’ ‘flower’ ‘ditch’ ‘cattle’ ‘lame’ ‘enormous’ ‘meat’

This section is intended for reference and guidance in areas where syllable structure must

be taken into account while analyzing the phonemic realizations of IK, and will be revisited in the

Prosody section (7.1).

4.1 Phonemes of Kichwa

Odden (2013) defines phoneme as “A mental integration of the different physical prop-

erties of the sounds used in a language”, abstracting away from specific phonetic properties which

are due to the context where the sound appears. In other words, a phoneme is the most fundamental

and important of linguistic units. Moreover, a phoneme is a phonologically contrastive sound.

In this paper, I will study the sound patterns, their realization and their occurrence and the

environment that surrounds them, and how this given environment shapes the outcome sound in the

language. Phonemic analysis involves two approaches in this paper:

- First, to establish the set of phonemes in a given language (Imbabura Kichwa) and,

- Second, to identify the phonological rules that determine the environment where allo-

phones occur.
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In order to properly identify phonemes of IK, the given data will show that sounds contrast

in different environments. In order to show these contrasts I will present manner contrasts, place

contrasts and voicing contrasts.

4.1.1 Manner and Laryngeal Contrast

Odden (2013) defines manner of articulation as "the properties of a consonant other

than the place of articulation and its laryngeal properties". Laryngeal properties are “spread glottis”

where the vocal folds are spread far apart, or “constricted glottis” in which the vocal folds are tightly

constricted and finally “voice” (voi) where the vocal folds vibrate.

4.1.1.1 Obstruent Class In this section, I will illustrate the contrast between stops, affricates

and fricatives in IK. Not all sounds contrast as expected in IK. For those sounds that show contrast,

examples are provided in tables (4), (5) and (6) below. Please note that in order to make the analysis

easier for the reader, the data is organized by the nature of the initial consonant.

(4) Table of Stop Sounds

Kichwa Gloss Kichwa Gloss

/p/, /ph/ pata ‘cliff’s edge’ puSak^ ∼ puSax ‘leader’

piSku ‘bird’ phuGju ‘water weel’

amphana ‘to yawn’ palantha ‘banana’

hamphatu ‘frog, toad’ phuGZai ‘game’

/t/, /th/ thiju ‘sand’ tiju ‘sir, mister’

tiZu ‘bottle’s tip’ taki ‘song, music’

thuka ‘spit’ anthawa ‘car’

thuru ‘mud’ tuta ‘night’

/k/, /kh, /g/ kaRa ‘skin’ kiZu ‘yellow’

taRuga ‘deer’ alku-gu ‘dog-DIM’

ankhajli ‘echoe’ kaRu ‘far’

khiZa ‘lazy’ kiZa ‘month’
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(5) Table of Fricative Sounds

Kichwa Gloss Kichwa Gloss

/F/ Fata ‘callous’ findu ‘clothe’

Fuju ‘cloud’ fi
>
tSana ‘broom’

/B/ kaBja ‘rope’ BiRa ‘fat’

BiRu ‘sugar cane’ Zama ‘llama’

/s/, /z/ siZu ‘nail’ sukus ‘reed’

sisa ‘flower’ zam.bu ‘pumpkin’

/S/ Samba ‘clod’ uSi ‘daughter’

SamaN ‘native doctor’ Siku ‘calf’

/Z/ Zaki ‘sadness’ ZuZa ‘liar’

/h/ hi
>
tSuna ‘to abandon’ hunda ‘full’

hatana ‘blanket’ hipa ‘later’

hapina ‘to grab’ haku ‘flour’

(6) Table of Affricate Sounds

Kichwa Gloss Kichwa Gloss

/
>
ts/ pa

>
tsax ‘hundred’

>
tsini ‘nettle’

>
tsugni ‘lagana’ Bi

>
tsijana ‘to close’

an
>
tsala ‘few’

>
tsija ‘lice egg’

ha
>
tsu ‘beetle’

/
>
tS/ pa

>
tSa ‘time, space’

>
tSiRi ‘cold’

>
tSuRi ‘son’

>
tSuSak^ ‘empty’

wamin
>
dzi ‘pink’ pun

>
dZa ‘day’

>
tSun

>
dZuli ‘intestine’

>
tSaki ‘leg’

Bi
>
tSana ‘to climb’

In the analysis section below I will cite data from the tables (4)- (6) above to demonstrate

and show that those sounds that I claim as phonemes through the analysis are indeed phonemic
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sounds in IK.

4.1.1.1.1 Aspirated Stops vs Plain Stops Kohlberger (2010:20) points out that Ecuadorean

Kichwa does not show aspirated sounds extensively. However there are a very few examples of as-

pirated sounds in IK. Indeed, historically, the Quechua language had various aspirated obstruents.

Some varieties of Quechua still possesses this feature as Cerron Palomino (1987) notes in his work.

Interestingly, in IK the voiceless aspirated stop [ph] has undergone a spirantization process and has

become [F] in many cases in the language.

The examples [amphana], [palantha] and [anthawa] in table (4) show that aspiration occurs

following a nasal sound. Moreover, there is a minimal pair ‘[tiju] = mister, sir’ and ‘[thiju] = sand’

showing that [t] and [th] contrast in word initial environments. There are other near minimal pairs

such as: [khaRana], [kaRa] and [khajana], [kaja] showing that [k] and [kh] also contrast in word initial

environments.

There are some examples with the aspirated bilabial stop [ph] as in [phuGZai] and [phuGju]

which we can compare with [puka] where [p] and [ph] contrast in word initial environments. This

limited data of aspirated sounds in IK, shows that indeed the plain stops [p, t, k] contrast with

aspirated voiceless stops [ph, th, kh] at the same places of articulation. Therefore, the data provides

enough evidence to posit that the aspirated /ph/, /th/ and /kh/ sounds along with the plain stop /p/, /t/

and /k/ sounds are phonemes in IK.

4.1.1.1.2 Stops vs Fricatives The examples in tables (4) and (5) clearly demonstrate

that stops and fricatives are contrastive. This contrast is demostrated by minimal pair examples

such as [pata], [Fata] as well as [puGju], [Fuju] and [pamba], [Samba] and as well as the triplet [tiZu]

- [siZu] - [kiZu] which shows a clear contrast between the stops and fricatives [p, t, k, F, s, S] in word

initial environments. This supports my claim that /p/, /t/, /k/, /F/, /s/ and /S/ are phonemes of

IK, and that stops and fricatives are indeed contrastive manners of articulation in IK.

Looking back at tables (4) and (5) we see that the following minimal pairs [pata], [Fata]

and [puGju], [Fuju] show contrast between the bilabials /F/ and /p/ in word initial environments.

12



Therefore, it is safe to posit that /p/ and /F/ are phonemes in this language.

Similarly, the following triplet [tiZu], [siZu], [thiju] shows that [t], [th] and [s] occur word

initially, followed by the high front vowel [i]. This evidence proves that these sounds occur at the

same "alveolar" place of articulation, but contrast in manner of articulation and laryngeal features.

These contrastive results shows us that, the stops /t/, /th/ and the fricative /s/ are distinct phonemes

in the language.

The data also shows other minimal pair sets such as: [hapina] and [kapina], where we see

that the voiceless glottal fricative [h] and the voiceless velar plosive [k] are both word initial sounds,

therefore contrasting in the same environment. This affirmation suggests that [h] is also a phoneme

/h/ sound in IK.

Going forward with the analysis, we found that [taki], [Zaki] form a minimal pair where [t]

and [Z] contrast, showing that [Z] is a phoneme sound /Z/ in IK. To clarify this assumption I also

posit here that /S/ and /Z/ contrast as we can see in the minimal pair [Zama] and [SamaN]. We also

see that [ZuZa] and [
>
tSuSak^] that [Z] and [S] contrast in word initial and word medial environments

where both sounds [S] and [Z] occur intervocalically. These examples show that both voiceless and

voiced alveo-palatal sounds are phonemes /S/ and /Z/ respectively.

Imbabura Kichwa only has one voiced plosive phoneme, the velar stop /g/. We see that

[g] cannot occur word initially, but it can occur in word medial environments as syllable initial,

i.e. [alkugu] in a morphophonemic occurrence where [-gu] which is a DIM.AFFECTIVE marker is

attached to the noun or adjective ’[alku-gu] = dog.DIM. AFFECTIVE’, plus the word for ’deer =

[taRuga]’ that occurs intervocalically in word medial environments. Cole (1982) already observed

that [g] is well integrated into the IK sound system. Consequently, the voiced velar plosive [g] is a

phoneme /g/ sound in IK which will be discussed in detail in section (4.1.4.1).

Moving forward with the analysis, I provide the following examples: [takina] and [sak-

ina] where we see contrast of the plosive [t] and the fricative [s] at the same place of articulation

(alveolar). These examples, indeed show in fact that stops and fricatives are constrastive in IK.
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4.1.1.1.3 Stops vs Affricates The data set in (6) shows that there are 5 affricate sounds

in IK, those are: the voiceless alveolar affricate [�ts], the voiced alveolar affricate [�dz] the voiceless

palato-alveolar affricate [
>
tS], palato-alveolar affricate [

>
dZ] and the retroflex affricate [

>
ãü]. Affricate

sounds in IK are restricted to only three places of articulation: the alveolar, palato-alveolar and

retroflex.

Although, there are 5 affricate sounds in the language, only 2 sounds are phonemes in IK,

and those are the alveolar voiceless affricate /�ts/ and the palato-alveolar affricate /
>
tS/, I show here

some minimal pairs; from tables (3) and (5): [tija], [�tsija] and [
>
tsini], where we see that [t] shows a

contrast with [�ts] as both sounds are word initial followed by the high front vowel [i]. Moreover, here

I show another example: [taki], [
>
tSaki] where [t] and [

>
tS] show contrast word initially followed by

a front low vowel [a]. In both preceding examples, we see that stop [t] contrasts with the affricates

[�ts] and [
>
tS].

The data presented here, shows that stops and some affricates contrast in IK. The other

affricate sounds are derived allophones only and they will be analyzed in the allophonic section that

corresponds to those sounds.

4.1.1.1.4 Fricatives vs Affricates Imbabura Kichwa also shows a contrast between

some fricative and affricate sounds. The data shows a minimal pair: [Zaki], [
>
tSaki], and a near mini-

mal pair as in: [
>
tSuja], [Suju], showing that [S] and [

>
tS] sounds contrasts in word initial environments.

Moreover, there is another near minimal pair: [suni] and [
>
tsugni], showing that [s] and [�ts]

contrast in similar environments. The comparison between fricatives and affricates in this section

shows that the affricate sounds [�ts] and [
>
tS] and the fricative [S], [Z] and [s] show contrasts in similar

environments. Therefore, the affricate sounds /�ts/ and /
>
tS/ are distinct from both stops and fricatives.

4.1.1.1.5 Summary In this section of Obstruents, the analysis showed that the following

sounds are phonemes in IK:

- Voiceless Stops: /p/, /t/, /k/

- Aspirated Voiceless Stops: /ph/, /th/, /kh/
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- Voiced Stops: /g/

- Voiceless Affricates: /
>
ts/

- Voiced Affricates: /
>
tS/

- Voiceless Fricatives: /F/, /s/, /S/, /h/

- Voiced Fricatives: /B/*, /Z/,

*The bilabial fricative /B/ will be explained at the the free variation section (5.5.2).

4.1.1.2 Sonorant Class In this section, I will show how nasals, liquids and glides contrast based

on the data in the following tables (7), (8) and (9).

(7) Nasal Occurrences in IK

Kichwa Gloss Kichwa Gloss

/m/ maki ‘hand’ mi
>
tSa ‘light’

mu
>
tSa ‘kiss’ uma ‘head’

mauma ‘clay pot’ mai.mi ‘big’

/n/ nanaj ‘pain’ nina ‘fire’

nuna ‘soul’ kunaN ‘today’

/ñ/ ñaña ‘sister’ ñapaS ‘fast’

ñuñu ‘breast’ ñañu ‘thin’

ñau.sa ‘blind’ ñutu ‘powder’

(8) Lateral and Tap Occurrences in IK

Kichwa Gloss Kichwa Gloss

/R/ Rasu∼ üasu ‘snow’ Rikuna ‘to see’

iRki ‘weak’
>
tSuGRi ‘wound’

RuRu ∼ üuRu ‘fruit’
>
tSaGRa ‘farm’

/l/ waGli ‘damaged’ liGli ‘type of bird’

kaNgil ‘popcorn’ taGla ‘slack’

laRka ‘ditch’ mutul ‘cartilage’
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(9) Glides in IK

Kichwa Gloss Kichwa Gloss

/w/ wawa ‘kid’ wiwa ‘animal’

wau.ki ‘brother’ aRawi ‘poem’

wiki ∼ Biki ‘tear’ wiRu ∼ BiRu ‘sugar cane’

wiRa ∼ BiRa ‘fat’ wiSa ∼ BiSa ‘ladle’

/j/ jaku ‘water’ jura ‘plant’

jaja ‘big’ yupaj ‘number’

jaikuna ‘entrance’

The examples given in tables (7-9) above show that nasals, liquids and glides contrast.

Examples such as [maki], [nanaj], [ñaña], [Rasu], [laRka], [walka] and [jaku] show that [m], [n] [ñ],

[l], [R], [w] and [j] all occur word initially followed by a low front vowel [a]. The data show that

nasal, lateral approximants, taps and glides are all contrastive and are therefore distinct phonemes.

Furthermore, in table (8) we see that the alveolar tap [R] and the retroflex fricative [ü] are

occurring in a free variation environment. Similarly the labio-velar approximant [w] and the voice-

less bilabial fricative [B] also vary freely as see in examples in table (8). Hence, I will discuss them

further in section (5.5.2).

4.1.1.2.1 Lateral vs Tap A well known method to identify if a lateral sound or a tap

sound is a phoneme in a language is to compare both sounds and see if contrast occurs between them.

Therefore, in table (8), I give some examples to show how they behave in different environments.

The data in table (8) brings us the first near minimal pair: [RuRu] and [luluN], where we

see that these sounds contrast in word initial and word medial environments. There are also two

near minimal pairs; [
>
tSaGRa], [taGla] and [

>
tSuGRi], [liGli], which evidence contrast in word medial

environments. Even more, [laR.ka] and [wal.ka] shows [R] and [l] occurring in coda position in word

medial environments preceding a [k] sound.

Moreover, we see that [R] and [l] can also occur in word final environments as we can see

in [jawaR], [kunduR] and [paukaR]as well as [mutul], [iZul] or [kaNgil] adding more evidence to posit
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that these sounds contrast and must be phonemes in the language. Therefore we can assure that the

lateral approximant [l] and the alveolar tap [R] are indeed the phonemes /l/ and /R/ respectively in

this language.

4.1.1.2.2 Liquids vs Nasals The data from table (7) and (8), [mu
>
tSa], [nuna], [ñuñu],

[Ruku] and [luluN] shows that the nasals [m], [n], [ñ] and the liquids [R] and [l] are in contrastive

distribution word initially. These examples shows that Nasals and Liquids contrast and that this

contrastive behavior demonstrates that they are indeed different phonemes. Hence, I posit that the

nasal /m/, /n/ /ñ/ sounds as well as /l/ and /R/ are phonemes in IK.

4.1.1.2.3 Glides vs Liquids In this section I will show that glides and liquids contrast

in IK. Examples such as [wa.wa], [laR.ka] and [Ra.su] provide evidence that the glide [w] contrast

with [l] and [R] in similar environments. Therefore, glides and liquids are contrastive manners of

articulation in the language.

4.1.1.2.4 Glides vs Nasals In a similar approach to that for glides and liquids, in this

section I show that glides and nasals are also contrastive manners of articulation in IK. Examples

such as [mau.ka], [ñausa] and [wau.ki], show that the nasals [m, ñ] and the glide [w] contrast word

initially. Similarly [ja.ja] and [ña.ña] show that [w] and [ñ] are also contrastive word initially.

4.1.1.2.5 Summary Summarizing this section on the sonorant class, the analysis shows

that the following sounds are phonemes in IK:

- Nasals: /m/, /n/, /ñ/

- Liquids: /R/, /l/

- Glides: /w/, /j/

4.1.2 Place Contrasts

Moving forward in the analysis of consonants in IK, in this section I will argue that places

of articulation are contrastive in IK. To demonstrate these contrasts among places of articulation, I
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bring the following table (10).

(10) Place Contrast

Kichwa Gloss Kichwa Gloss

Bilabial paja ‘old’ maSi ‘friend’

Faki ‘broken’ Bik^sa ‘chest’

Alveolar taki ‘music’ sisa ‘flower’

laRka ‘ditch’ sakina ‘to abandon’

A-Palatal Zaki ‘sad’
>
tSaki ‘foot’

kiZa ‘month’ Samuk^ ‘visitor’

Retroflex üakix ‘divider’ RiSa ‘go-FUT’

Palatal jaku ‘water’ juRa ‘plant’

jaikuna ‘entrance’ jana ‘black’

Velar katina ‘to follow’ kutana ‘to grind’

waGli ‘damaged’ waGRa ‘cattle’

Glotal haku ‘flour’ hita ‘untamed’

hi
>
tSana ‘to spill’ hiZu ‘gourmet’

The examples provided in (10) offer more data to support the claims made in section (4.0.1)

about the phonemicity of some sounds in IK.

The data in table (10) shows that in [paja], [Faki] and [taki], [sakina] show contrast between

the bilabials /p, F/ and the alveolars /t, s/ in word initial environments. Similarly, [katina] and [haku]

shows that the velar /k/ and the glottal /h/ contrast word initially. Here I give another minimal pair

[Zaki], [üakix] where the alveo-palatal /Z/ and the retroflex [ü] show contrast word initially. (The

sounds [ü] and [R] will be discussed further in section (5.5.1)).

There are other examples such as [sakina] and [Samba], where [s] and /S/ show that alveolar

and alveopalatal place constrast. Moreover, [jaku] and [haku] gives evidence that [j] and [h] are in

contrastive distribution word initially, which shows palatal and laryngeal contrast. Similarly, [jaku],

[katina] and [haku] show that /j/, /k/ and /h/ are contrastive sounds, providing useful information to
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posit that the palatal, velar and glottal places of articulation contrast in IK.

Lombeida-Naranjo (1976:69) observes that glides have special characteristics and are often

referred to as semivowels or semiconsonants due to their behaviour. They are similar to vowels

because they have the [+sonorant] and [-consonantal] feature. On the other hand they share with

consonants the [-syllabic] feature. In IK, glides as shown in table (9) show that both sounds [j]

and [w] as in [wa.wa] and [ja.ja] clearly behave like consonants when they are in the onset of

the syllable. However, in [wau.ki] and [jai.kuna], [u] and [i] after [a] are articulated more like

vowels than glides, having a wider aperture. Words like [wau.ki] and [jai.kuna] provide evidence

diphthongs, contra Cole (1982) and Lombeida Naranjo (1976) who suggest that Ecuadorean Kichwa

does not allow diphthongs. This case will be revisited again in the Prosody section (7.1).

4.1.3 Summary

The examples given in table (10) shows unequivocally that the bilabial, alveolar, alveopalatal,

palatal, velar and glottal places of articulation are contrastive in IK.

4.1.4 Voicing Contrast

Some sound occurrences in IK require a deeper analysis in order to consider them as

phonemes. That is the case of showing contrast between the voiceless and voiced velar plosives

[k] and [g], or the voiced and voiceless palato-alveolar fricative [S] and [Z] to name some.

4.1.4.1 Analysis of /k/ and /g/ As mentioned earlier in section (4.1.1.1.1), there is only one

voiced plosive phoneme in the IK inventory; the voiced velar stop /g/. To prove that this sound is

indeed distinct from /k/ in IK, I provide the following chart in (11).

(11) Voicing Contrast [k] and [g]

Kichwa Gloss Kichwa Gloss

taRuga ‘deer’ Ruka ∼ üuka ‘finger’

suku-gu-kuna ‘brown-DIM.AFFEC-PL’ uku-gu ‘inside-DIM.AFFEC’
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The examples in (11) shows that /k/ and /g/ contrast in word medial position as [ta.Ru.ga]

and [Ru.ka] ∼ [üu.ka] shows that both sounds are in syllable onset position and preceded by the

vowel [u] and followed by the low vowel [a]. Moreover, we see in [sukugukuna] and [ukugu] that

[g] and [k] indeed contrast as they occur in similar environments in the same word.

As mentioned earlier, [g] occurs when the morpheme [gu] = ‘DIM.AFFEC’ is attached

to a noun or an adjective. Moreover, the isolated example in [taRuga], show that [k] and [g] are

contrastive in IK. It is important to point out that those examples are Kichwa words, not borrowed

words. The data presented shows that the velar voiced stop /g/ sound is a phoneme in the language,

even though it is marginal. However, throughout section (5) we will find other occurrences of [g] in

allophonic realizations.

4.1.4.2 Analysis of /s/ vs /z/ and /S/ vs /Z/ There are some fricative pairs such as [s], [z] and

[Z], [S] that contrast for voicing in IK. The data given in (12) will help explain these ideas.

(12) Voicing Contrast [s], [z] and [S], [Z]

Kichwa Gloss Kichwa Gloss

zalan ‘a type of tree’ zambu ‘pumpkin (white meat)’

salpan ‘highland’ sapaZu ‘pumpkin (yellow meat)’

SuSuna ‘to siege’ Sikan ‘apart’

ZuZu ‘baby’ Zika ‘alphabet’

First of all, the voiced alveolar fricative [z] sound is not common in IK. However, in table

(12) we see that the voiced and voiceless alveolar [s] and [z] contrast word initially in the following

examples: [zalan], [salpan], as well as in [zambu] and [sapaZu]. Those examples give clear evidence

that [s] and [z] are indeed distinct phonemes /s/ and /z/ in IK.

Similarly, the voiced and voiceless alveo-palatal fricative pairs [Z] and [S] shows that both

sounds are contrastive in the following minimal pair: [ZuZu] and [SuSuna]. These examples show

that [Z] and [S] contrast in word initial and word medial environments. They are in both cases

followed by the high back vowel [u]. Likewise, the second example, [Sikan] and [Zika], shows that
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they can also occur preceding a high front vowel [i]. Consequently, these examples provide clear

evidence to consider both sounds /Z/ and /S/ phonemes in IK.

If we look back at the chart in table (1) we can see that the bilabial fricatives [F] and [B]

form a pair. However, is not possible to bring examples to show contrast among them due to the

special occurrence of [B], which will be discussed in section (5.5.2)

Please note that the former pairs given in this section are the only voiced and voiceless pairs

shown in the chart in section (4.0.1).
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5 Allophones

Odden, (2013:16) states that "purely predictable variants are termed allophones". Roach

(2011) says: " When we find this strict separation of places where particular realizations can occur,

we say that the realizations are in complementary distribution." Also, allophonic realizations can be

produced through neutralization rules. Most importantly, derived allophones are sounds that occur

only in restricted environments and are governed by phonological rules.

5.1 Post-Nasal Voicing

Cole (1982), Naranjo-Lombeida (1976) and Cerron Palomino (1987) all suggest that the

Quechua language family as a whole does not have voiced plosives as phonemes. However, it is

possible that IK developed voiced plosive allophones due to its contact in pre-hispanic times with

the now extinct Otavalo (Kara) language which was once spoken in the Imbabura Region, and which

had voiced plosives in its phonemic inventory. To prove that this language had voiced plosives, we

can trace it back through the toponymy of the region as Caillavet (2000) suggests. We can find

places named like Gualavisi, Tumbabiru, Pigulcadpuela, Ulkupigal and others. Caillavet also found

that some of the surnames of the indigenous people of the Imbabura Region such as Gualapuro,

Cabascango, Farinango and others can be traced back to this language. Because of this language

contact, IK may have developed voiced obstruents, but they do not occur phonemically in today’s

IK, with the sole exception of /g/.

Hayes & Stivers (2000) suggest that many languages (including Imbabura Kichwa) display

a phonetic pattern whereby plain unaspirated obstruents appear as voiced when following a nasal

consonant. Indeed, the data in (14) below show examples of this pattern:

(14) Obstruent Voicing after nasals

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/tanta/ [tanda] ‘bread’

/pampa/ [pamba] ‘field’

/humpi/ [humbi] ‘sweat’
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Continuation (14)..Obstruent Voicing after nasals

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/rantina/ [Randina] [üandina] ‘to buy’

/kunka/ [kuNga] ‘neck’

/manka/ [maNga] ‘pot’

/anku/ [aNgu] ‘vein, liana’

/an�tsala/ [an�dzala] ‘few, tiny’

/lun�tsa/ [lun�dza] ‘small bunch (agricultural term)’

/an
>
tSa/ [an

>
dZa] ‘weak’

/pun
>
tSa/ [puñ

>
dZa] ‘day’

/kam
>
tSa/ [kam

>
dZa] ‘toasted (corn)’

/kan
>
tSa/ [kañ

>
dZa] ‘outside’

/amsa/ [amza] ‘dark, dawn’

/kimsa/ [kimza] ‘three’
Examples in table (14) show that the voiced obstruents occur following a [+nasal] consonant

as in [pamba], [humbi], [Randina], [tanda] where /p, t/ voices to [b, d] respectively. This evidence

suggests that the voiced set [b, d] and the voiceless set [p, t] stops are in complementary distribution.

Similarly, the affricates �/ts/ and /
>
tS/ voice to [

>
dz] and [

>
dZ] sounds respectively as shown in

/an�tsala/→ [an�dzala], /lun�tsa/→ [lun�dza], /an
>
tSa/→ [añ

>
dZa] and /pun

>
tSa/→ [puñ

>
dZa] following a

[+nasal] consonant as shown in table (14).

The data also suggests that there is a process of neutralization of the /k, g/ distinction when it

is preceded by a [+nasal] consonant, as we can see in /manka/→ [maNga]. There are other examples

such as: /amsa/→ [amza] and /kimsa/→ [kimza] where /s/ neutralizes to [z] following a [+nasal]

consonant. Here, a voicing contrast between phonemes is neutralized after a nasal consonant.

Given the examples above, the data shows that postnasal voiced obstruents are allophones

of their counterpart voiceless sounds: /Voiceless obstruents/→ [Voiced obstruents] / [+nasal] _.

The following phonological rule accounts for this voicing process.
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Rule 1: Post Nasal Obstruent Voicing
-voiced

-sonorant

-spread glottis

→
 +voiced

-sonorant

 / [ +nasal
]

Notice that some examples in (14) such as: /anku/ or /manka/ surface as [aNgu], and

[maNga], where we assume that an underlying nasal /n/ has also velarized in order to agree in place

with the following sound. This effect will be analyzed in the place assimilation section (5.2) of this

paper.

It is important to point out here that aspirated plosives such as [ph] or [th] as in [amphana]

or [anthawa] do not voice when they are preceded by a nasal consonant.

5.2 Place Assimilation

In general, nasals assimilate to the place of the following obstruent, as the following exam-

ples in table (15) show. The examples in (15b) demonstrate the fortition of the tap after a nasal in

the same morpheme. I discuss tap fortition in (5.5.1) below.

(15) Place assimilation examples

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

a. /kan-pak/ [kam-ba] ‘you-POSS’

/ha
>
tSun-pak/ [ha

>
tSum-ba] ‘daughter in law-POSS’

/tanta/ [tanda] ‘bread’

/pampa/ [pamba] ‘field’

/anku/ [aNgu] ‘vein, liana’

/kunka/ [kuNga] ‘neck’

/manka/ [maNga] ‘pot’

/amsa/ [amza] ‘dusk, dark’

b. /kwanRa/ [kwaï
>
ãüa] ‘tame’

/kunRa/ [kuï
>
ãüa] ‘enemy’
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Nasal place assimilation is an example of regressive assimilation. Roach (2007:138-139)

states that regressive assimilation occurs when ‘The phoneme that comes first is affected by the one

that comes after it’.

The examples in (15) such as [tanda], [pamba] show that /n/ assimilates to a following

bilabial stop. Examples like [kam-ba] and [ha
>
tSum-ba] (∅ = deletion word final) show that place

assimilation can occur across the morpheme boundary when the possessive marker [-pak] is added

to a noun or object that ends in a [+nasal] consonant.

Similarly, /n/ undergoes a velarization process to [N] due to a place assimilation at the

presence of [g], a velar plosive sound. Other examples in (15a) such as /kunka/→ [kuNga], /anku/

→ [aNgu] and /manka/ → [maNga] show that the velar [g] sound spreads its place features to the

preceding nasal sound.

The different processes analyzed in this section are accounted by the following phonological

rule that explains place agreement.

Rule 2: Place Agreement
+nasal

+anterior

+coronal

→
[
α place

]
/

 -sonorant

α place



The rule targets coronal nasals because examples like [amsa] = ‘dusk, dark’ show that place

assimilation does not occur with labial nasals. Examples such as [kuï
>
ãüa] and [kwaï

>
ãüa] in (15b)

show that /R/ also undergoes a fortition process to [
>
ãü] before a homorganic [+nasal] consonant. I

will discusse this in section 5.5.1.

5.2.1 Summary

Sumarizing this section, the data presented gives evidence that the alveolar nasal /n/

alternates with the bilabial [m], the retroflex [ï], the alveopalatal [ñ] and the velar [N] in order to

agree in place of articulation with its following voiced obstruent. Therefore in this environment [m,

ï, N] are allophones of the phoneme /n/ conditioned by the following consonantal sound.
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5.3 Velarization of /n/→ [N]

IK has another process in which an alveolar nasal is velarized. We already saw that /n/→

[N] preceding a voiced velar plosive in order to agree in place of articulation. Another environment

where /n/→ [N] is when it occurs in word final positions. Below in (16) are some examples to show

this pattern.

(16) Nasal Velarization Word Final

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/kan/ [kaN] ‘you (informal)’

/ha
>
tSun/ [ha

>
tSuN] ‘daughter in law’

/hatun/ [hatuN] ‘big’

/wakin/ [wakiN] ‘some’

/kunan/ [kunaN] ‘today, now’

Examples such as [kaN], [hatuN], [wakiN] show that in IK, the alveolar nasal /n/ became [N]

in word (stem) final environments. I posit the following rule in order to explain this process.

Rule 3: Velarization of /n/ Word Final


+nasal

+anterior

+coronal

→


-anterior

+nasal

+back

+high


/ # ] WORDFINAL

The data in (17) will also show that nasal place assimilation does not occur across a mor-

pheme boundary before a [+sonorant] consonant. Interestingly, Cole (1980:201) noticed that in

IK, /n/ is pronounced as [N] when it precedes /m/, /w/, /g/ and /R/ in some cases in particular, this

velarization process occurs at a morpheme boundary in stem final environments where nasal place

assimilation does not occur. In this case, IK has developed an interesting way to velarize /n/ to [N]

in a presence of a [+son, -syll, - lat] consonantal sound as we see in (17) below.
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(17) Nasal Velarization across Morpheme boundary

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/kan-wan/ [kaN-waN] ‘with you’

/lulun-wan/ [luluN-waN] ‘with an egg’

/paj-wan-Ra/ [paj-waN-ra] ‘3SING-with-first’

/lulun-wan-Ra/ [luluN-waN-ra] ‘egg-with-first’

/kan-Ra/ [kaN-Ra] 3SING.first

/nanan-mi/ [nanaN-mi] ‘pain-1SING.VAL’

/lulun-mi/ [luluN-mi] ‘egg-VAL’

/kan-mi/ [kaN-mi] ‘2SING.VAL’

/Sajhun-mi/ [SajhuN-mi] ‘tired.3SING.VAL’

/antsala/ [an�dzala] ‘few’

Another environment where /n/ surfaces as [N] is preceding a tap [R] sound when we add the

morpheme [-Ra] 1 (-Ra = order ). In this case the velarization process of /n/ occurs preceding [R] as

shown here: /n/→ [N] /_ [R].

Some of the examples above, i.e. [luluN-waN-Ra] shows that there are two processes occur-

ring in that word. First, we see that [luluN] = ‘egg’ obeys the rule of word final velarization. Second,

when the morpheme /-wan/ is added to the noun it velarizes to [waN] also obeying the first rule. And

third, referring to sections (5.2) and (5.5.1) where I am positing the fortition of [R] following a nasal

sound, this does not occur in this case as we see in the suggested rule ordering below:

Level 1. n→ N / # _ = [luluN] (velarization stem final)

Level 2. n→ N / # _ = [[luluN]-waN] (velarization stem final)

Level 3. n→ N / # _ = [[[luluN]-waN]-Ra] (NPA. No place assimilation)

Therefore, I posit that the fortition of [R]→ [ãü] does not occur after a morpheme boundary

as shown in the examples above.

Furthermore, [n] velarizes to [N] when another nasal such as [m] is following it. This is the
1This morpheme [-Ra] can mean ‘still’ in examples such as [miku-hu-Sa-Ra-mi = ’eat-PROG-1SING.FUT-STILL-VAL]

or it can also be used to express order as in [kaN-Ra = ‘you-first’]
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case when the morpheme [-mi], a Validator (VAL) marker, is placed right after /n/. The following

examples [nanaNmi] and [SajhuNmi] support the theory posited of /n/→ [N] before [m]. These later

examples also show that assimilation does not occur after a morpheme boundary.

Even though [N] occurs in many environments as shown in this analysis, this sound is not a

separate phoneme in IK and remains an allophone of the phoneme /n/.

Therefore, here I posit a phonological rule that can account for for stem final velarization

of /n/ in morpheme boundaries. Please refer to the different levels (1-3) where the velarization of

/n/ reapplies when affixation creates a new stem as in [luluN-waN-Ra].

Rule 4: Velarization of /n/→ [N] Stem final at Morpheme boundaries


+nasal

+anterior

+coronal

→



+nasal

-anterior

-coronal

+back

+high


/ ]STEM

 +sonorant

-syllabic



5.3.1 Summary

Section 5.3 shows that underlying /n/ sound surfaces as the velar nasal [N] in restricted

places. It also shows that in some cases it obeys a specific rule ordering as seen in this analysis

in that [R] fortition must precede nasal place assimilation. The data also shows that in some cases

(morpheme boundary) the preceding nasal does not affect the outcome of the following consonantal

sound as in [..N-Ra]

5.4 The allophonic occurrence of [f]

Historically, (explained in the phonemic sections 4.1.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.1.2), the /F/ sound

was derived from the aspirated [ph] sound. It remains unknown when that sound shift occurred in

IK, as some southern Ecuadorean varieties have /ph/ but not /F/ sound as Lombeida Naranjo (1976)

suggests. This sound /F/ is now a fully developed phoneme in IK. However, when it is preceded by
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the high front vowel [i], /F/ surfaces as the labio-dental fricative [f] as shown in examples in (18)

below.

(18) The case of [f]

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/Fi
>
tSana/ [fi

>
tSana] ’to sweep’

/Findu/ [findu] ‘cloth, rag’

/
>
tSiFi

>
tSa/ [

>
tSifi

>
tSa] ‘witch(mythology)’

The data in (18) clearly suggests that [f] only occurs preceding [i] as in [findu], [fi
>
tSana]

and [
>
tSifi

>
tSa]. We see here that [f] occurs in word initial and word medial environmentes. Despite its

occurrence in those environments, it is restricted to appear only when it is preceding the high front

vowel [i]. Therefore [f] is an allophone sound of the phoneme /F/, and is given by the following

rule:

Rule 5: Stridentization of /F/

+distributed

-strident

-sonorant

+continuant

-voice

+labial


→

 -distributed

+strident

 /



+syllabic

+high

-back

+ATR

-labial



5.5 Free Variation

Allophonic variations differ from language to language, thus in IK there are 2 set of sounds

that alternate freely and those are: [R] ∼ [ü] and [w] ∼ [B]. Odden, (2013:32) gives a general

explanation of what free variation is. He comments that in case of free variation, rules are optional.

This means that either of two pronunciations can be used and that the choice is not governed by

grammatical factors.
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5.5.1 Fortition of /R/ in IK

The alveolar tap /R/ has undergone a fortition process to become the voiced retroflex fricative

[ü] in word initial, word medial and word final environments as in (19a). However, /R/ becomes the

affricate [
>
ãü] following a nasal sound as shown in table (19b).

(19a) The case of [R] ∼ [ü]

Underlying Form Surfaces Gloss

/Rina/ [Rina ∼ üina] ‘to go’

/jawaR/ [jawaR ∼ jawaü] ‘blood’

/Runa/ [Runa ∼ üuna] ‘man, human’

/pai-wan-Ra/ [pai-waN-Ra] ‘him-with-first’

/Raku/ [*Raku], [üaku ] ‘thick’

/RuRana/ [*RuRana], [üuüana] ‘to do’

(19b) The case of [R] ∼ [
>
ãü]

Underlying Form Surfaces Gloss

/RinRi/ [*Riï
>
ãüi] ∼ [üin

>
ãüi] ‘ear’

/kwanRa/ [kwaï
>
ãüa ] ‘tame’

/kunRa/ [kuï
>
ãüa ] ‘enemy’

The examples in table (19a) show that in some cases, the tap [R] and the fricative [ü] vary

freely as both sounds [R] and [ü] are possible as shown in [Rina]∼ [üina], [Runa]∼ [üuna] and [jawaR]

∼ [jawaü] . However, there are other examples, *[Raku] and *[RuRana], which are not allowed in the

language. In these cases, speakers of IK pronounce [üaku] and [üuüana].

As noted briefly in section (4.1.2), in the Andean countries Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia the [ü]

sound is widely distributed and it is used in these highland regions in place of [R]. Spanish speakers

in the highlands of these Andean countries have this sound well adapted into their daily speech.

However, as [ü] seems to be a very Kichwa/Quechua, and as this sound differentiates speakers of

a “higher” or a “lower” variety, it is also a social status marker and tends to be avoided by some

speakers. Due to this differentiation, there is a “silent” social pressure to not use this sound in a
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conversational Spanish. However, it is a very Kichwa sound and Kichwa speakers use this sound

as a phonemic realization alongside with /R/. This affirmation is supported by examples in (19a)

which are pronounced as [üaku, üina, üuüana] in casual speech in IK and Ecuadorean Kichwa more

generally.

Given that [ü] is pronounced clearly as [ü] and not as [R] by speakers of IK in some cases,

it is possible that this sound is on its way to being phoneme in IK along with /R/. Even though

it occurs in word initial, medial and word final environments, the production of [ü] is restricted to

occur when it precedes or follows a vowel. For now, I analyze [ü] as an allophone of /R/ in free

variation with [R]. The [ü] is derived by the following rules (6a) and (6b).

Rule 6a: Fortition of /R/→ [ü]

+continuant

+anterior

+coronal

+sonorant

-nasal

-trill


→


-anterior

-sonorant

+delrel

 / #]

Rule 6b: Fortition of /R/→ [ü]

+continuant

+anterior

+coronal

+sonorant

-nasal

-trill


→


-anterior

-sonorant

+delrel

 / # ]

Moreover, looking at the data, we have some examples in (19b) such as [üiï
>
ãüi] and

[kuï
>
ãüa] where we see /R/ undergoing an affrication (fortition) process to [

>
ãü] when it is preceded

by [ï]. Please note here that [ï] is derived by place assimilation of the nasal /n/ which was already

discussed in section (5.2)
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I account for his affrication process by the rule in (7) .

Rule 7: Fortition of /R/→ [
>
ãü]

+continuant

+anterior

+coronal

+sonorant

-nasal

-trill


→



-continuant

-distributed

+coronal

-anterior


/

 +nasal

+anterior



Please note that as explained in sections (5.3) this rule does not apply after [N] in morpheme

boundaries as in [pai-waN-Ra]. Moreover, this rule needs to precede nasal place assimilation.

5.5.2 Fortition of /w/ in IK

Going forward with the analysis of consonantal sounds in IK, the labio-velar approximant

undergoes a FORTITION process in some cases when /w/ is followed by a high front vowel [i].

The following examples show that in some cases only [w] is possible, (20a). In other cases, only

[B] is possible before [i], (20b). The examples in (20c) show that in a third set of cases, either [w]

and [B] is possible, in free variation.

(20a) Words with [w] not *[B]

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/wiwa/ [wiwa], *[Biwa] ‘animal’

/wata/ [wata], *[Bata] ‘year’

/wiRpa/ [wiRpa], *[BiRpa] ‘upper lip’

(20b) Words with [B] not *[w]

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/wiRak
>
tSuRiju/ [BiRaG

>
tSuRiju], *[wiRaG

>
tSuRiju ] ‘yellow grosbeak’

/wiSa/ [BiSa], *[wiSa] ‘ladle’

/wiRu/ [BiRu], *[wiRu] ‘sugar cane’
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(20c) Free variation [B] ∼ [w]

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/wiRa/ [ BiRa ∼ wiRa ] ‘fat’

/wiki/ [Biki ∼ wiki ] ‘tear’

/wiñana/ [wiñana ∼ Biñana] ‘to grow’

To summarize, even though [w] and [B] can be in free variation, the data in (20b) shows

that in some cases such as [BiRu], [BiSa] or [BiRax
>
tSuRiju], the labio-velar [w] is not allowed. If we

say [*wiRu], [*wiSa] or [*wiRax
>
tSuRiju] it is not natural to IK speakers. Other words such as [wiRpa]

or [wiwa] as in (20a) turn to be ungrammatical if pronounced [*BiRpa] or [*Biwa]. However, [wiki]

∼ [Biki] or [wiRa] ∼ [BiRa] as well as the other examples in (20c) are accepted by the speakers of

IK. One final example, [kaBja] in table (4) shows that [B] can occur word medially before a palatal

glide and it is not allowed to be pronounced as [*kawja].

To account for [B], I posit that the labio-velar glide /w/ is losing its velar [+back] feature

when the following sound is a [+high, -back] vowel. Hence, the fortition process of /w/ −→ [B]

obeys the following rule:

Rule 8: Free Variation /w/→ /B/

+high

+sonorant

+back

+labial

-consonantal


→


+labial

-back

+consonantal

 /


+ high

-consonantal

-back



In some cases this rule is obligatory, for example in the words in (20b). In other cases, for

example (20c), rule (7) is optional. And finally, in still other cases, the rule in (7) does not apply. My

impression as a native speaker is that speakers are favoring the usage of [B] overall to the detriment

of [w].

5.5.2.1 Summary The data and the rule posited showed that the fortition of /w/ is due to the

presence of the vowel [i]. Even though they seems to be occurring in free variation in some cases,
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speakers of IK favor the usage of [B] before [i]. Therefore, I posit that this sound [B] is an allophone

of /w/ in IK because [B] hasn’t developed as a full phoneme yet.

5.5.3 Free variation of /k/ word final and word medially

Speakers of IK have developed a curious form of variation in the pronunciation of /k/ in

word final environments and in some restricted environments word medially. In this section the

data presented in (21) and (22) show the different variations of /k/ occurring in the environments

mentioned above.

(21) /k/ in Word final environments

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/puSak/ [puSax ∼ puSak^], *[puSa] ‘leader’

/hampik/ [hambix ∼ hambik^], *[hambi] ‘doctor’

/
>
tSuSak/ [

>
tSuSax ∼>

tSuSak^ ∼>
tSuSa] ‘empty’

/kan-pak/ [kam-ba ∼ kam-bax ∼ kam-bak^] ‘you-POSS’

(22) /k/ in Word Medial Environments

/Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/Zuk.Si.na/ [Zux.Si.na ∼ Zuk^Sina] ‘to go out, to came out’

/sukta/ [sux.ta ∼ suk^.ta] ‘six’

/waktana/ [wax.ta.na ∼ wak^.ta.na] ‘to hit (using hands)’

/
>
tsuk.ni/ [

>
tsug.ni ∼ >

tsuk^.ni] ‘lagana’

/
>
tSuk.Za/ [

>
tSuk^.Za ∼>

tSuG.Za] ‘hamlet’

5.5.3.1 Free variation of [k^, x] The examples given in (21) and (22) show that the language

does not allow the basic allophone [k] of the phoneme /k/ in word final position. In casual speech,

a native speaker can either pronounce /k/ as unreleased [k^] or as fricative [x], as in [puSak^] or

[puSax]. We find the same allophones in word medial syllable codas, as we can see in [Zux.Si.na ∼

Zuk^Sina] and [sux.ta ∼ suk^.ta].
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The following rules will account for those changes

Rule 9: Unreleased of /k/→ [k^] syllable final

+consonantal

-sonorant

-continuant

+high

+back


→
[

+unreleased
]
/ ]SYLLABLE CODA

Rule 10: Fricativization of /k/→ [x] Syllable Coda

+consonantal

-sonorant

-continuant

+high

+back


→
[

+continuant
]
/ ]SYLLABLE CODA

The rules (9) and (10) show that /k/ can be pronounced as [k^, x] in syllable final occurrences

in free variation.

5.5.3.2 The occurrence of [G] In medial codas, /k/ surfaces as [x] only when the following

consonant is a [-voiced] obstruent. The data also show that when /k/ is followed by a [+voiced]

consonant, it surfaces as the voiced fricative [G] and [k^], as in [
>
tSuG.Za ∼ tSuk^.Za].

The allophones [G] and [k^] alternate freely in this context.

The following rule accounts for the the occurrence of [G] in IK.
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Rule 11: Voicing of /k/→ [G]

+consonantal

-sonorant

+high

+back

-voiced

-continuant


→

 +continuant

+voiced

 /
 +consonant

+voiced



5.5.3.3 /k/ Deletion in Word Final Position Moreover, we see that /kanpak/ surfaces as [kamba]

or /
>
tSuSak/ as [

>
tSuSa], in which /k/ is deleted word finally. One important observation is that in words

referring to workers, professions or job titles, the zero allophone is not allowed as we can see for

*[puSa] ‘leader’.

The word final deletion of /k/ is accounted for by the following rule in (12)

Rule 12: Deletion of /k/→ [∅] Word Final

+consonant

-sonorant

+high

+back


→
[
∅
]
/ # ]]WORD FINAL

5.5.4 Summary

Sections (5.5.3.1) to (5.5.3.3) show that /k/ has allophones [k^, x] that alternate freely word

finally, and has a third more restricted zero allophone in word final position. The examples given

show that [k^] alternates freely with the more restricted allophones [x, G] when it is followed by

consonantal sounds. The basic allophone [k] of /k/ occurs only when it is followed by a vowel.
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6 Vowels

Adelaar (2004:196) suggests that the Proto-Quechua had 3 phonemic vowels in its inventory

/a/, /i/, and /u/, exactly as modern IK has, as Cole (1982) states in his work. The vowel system in

IK shows that this 3 vowel system has stayed very much unchanged over a long period of time.

Linguistic contact with languages such as Spanish or other native languages that existed in the area

has not substantially affected the phonological features of vowels in IK.

In this report, I will not consider the loan words from Spanish, as some of them are known

to have the mid vowels [e, o]. The vowel chart in (23) shows how IK native vowels are classified. 2

(23) Imbabura Kichwa Vowel Chart

/i/, (i:) /u/, (u:)

(I) (U)

/a/, (a:)

6.1 The low vowel /a/

IK does not have a extensive vowel system. The low vowel /a/ does not have allophonic

variants in IK. However, it undergoes lengthening when performing a direct question and the word
2For more information in vowel occurrences in IK, please check them in the Appendix section (9) at the end of this

report
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ends in [a]. (This lengthening process will be analyzed in section 6.4). Figure (24) provides exam-

ples of words containing [a].

(24) Low vowel [a]

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/an.ka/ [aN.ga] ‘eagle’

/pas.ka.na/ [pas.ka.na] ‘to open’

/min.ka/ [miN.ga] ‘community work’

/wal.ka/ [wal.ka] ‘necklace’

As noted before, the vowel /a/ does not suffer any variation but remains a plain vowel [a] in

all environments.

6.2 The High Vowels /i/ and /u/

The other two vowels in IK, /i/ and /u/, both high vowels, have similar behavior and there-

fore I will treat them in one section. These vowels both have three derived allophones produced by

vowel lengthening and vowel laxing (LAX) word finally. The basic versions of these vowels are

illustrated by the examples in table (25).

(25) High Vowels /i/, /u/

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

/i/ /is.kun/ [is.kuN] ‘nine’

/hi.ta/ [hi.ta] ‘untamed’

/a.pi/ [a.pi] ‘soup’

/piS.ku/ [piS.ku] ‘bird’

/u/ /u.hu/ [u.hu] ‘cough’

/hu.
>
tSa/ [hu.

>
tSa] ‘sin’

/u.ku.
>
tSa/ [u.ku.

>
tSa] ‘mouse’

Plain /i/ and /u/ are found in word initial, medial and final environments. In IK, there are

not any allophonic realizations word initial nor word medially. There is no data available that can
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account for such realizations in other varieties of Ecuadorean Kichwa either.

6.2.1 Vowel Laxing

Lax allophones of /i, u/ can also occur in word final environments in IK. Speakers of IK

produce the sounds [i] or [I] and [u] or [U] in free variation. Below in (26) are examples showing

vowel laxing.

(26) Vowel Laxing [I], [U]

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

[i], [I] /ku.
>
tSi/ [ku.

>
tSi ∼ ku.

>
tSI] ‘swan, pork, pig’

/han.pi/ [ham.bi ∼ ham.bI] ‘medicine, poison’

[u], [U] /u.
>
tSu/ [u.

>
tSU ∼ u.

>
tSu] ‘chili, hot pepper’

/al.ku/ [al.kU ∼ al.ku] ‘dog’

We have seen examples such as [is.kuN] and [uhu] in (25) where /i/ and /u/ do not suffer any

changes in non final positions. However, in words such as [ham.bi] or [ku.
>
tSi] where /i/ occurs in

word final positions, it laxes to [I], as seen in [hambI] and [ku
>
tSI]. Similarly, /u/→ [U] word finally

as in the following examples: [uku, ukU], [u
>
tSU, u

>
tSu], [hu

>
tSa] where /u/ surfaces either as [u] or [U]

word finally. This laxing effect does not occur in other environments for this vowel.

Tense and lax allophones of high vowels do not contrast, and lax allophones are limited

to casual speech. If a speaker is asked to pronounce words containing high vowels carefully, the

resultant sounds will be [i] and [u]. Therefore, both vowels, /i/, /u/ surfaces either as [I, U] or [i, u] in

a free variation. As both vowels behave equally in similar circumstances, here I posit the following

rule to account this shortening (LAX) process for /i/ and /u/.

Rule 13: Vowel Lowering (LAX) in IK. (WORD FINAL)

-consonant

+syllabic

+high

+ATR


→
[

-ATR
]
/ #]
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6.2.2 Vowel Length in IK

Vowel length is not contrastive but it occurs allophonically in IK. The examples in (27)

show the environments where vowel lengthening occur in IK.

(27) Short and long vowel allophones

Underlying Form Surface Gloss

a. /alku/ [alku ∼ alkU] ‘dog’

/misi/ [misi ∼ misI] ‘cat’

/alpa/ [alpa] ‘soil, land’

b. /alku:/ [alku:] ‘ the dog?’ (Direct QUESTION)

/alku-
>
tSu:/ [alku-

>
tSu:] ‘ is it the dog’ (QUESTION)

/alku-
>
tSa:/ [alku-

>
tSa:] ‘ is it the dog’ (QUESTION)

/misi:/ [misi:] ‘the cat?’ (Direct QUESTION)

/misi-
>
tSu:/ [misi-

>
tSu:] ‘is it the cat?’ ( QUESTION)

/alpa:/ [alpa:] ‘ the soil?, the land?’ (Direct QUESTION)

/alpa
>
tSu:/ [alpa

>
tSu:] ‘is it the soil?, is it the land?’ (QUESTION)

The data shows that when the speaker is performing a Direct Question in a vowel final

word, this vowel surfaces as long. This means that the lengthening of the vowel is a characteristic

associated with the direct question morpheme. The vowels /a, i, u/ alternates with their long vowel

[a:, i:, u:]. Examples such as /misi/, /alpa/ and /alku/ in (27a) and [misi:], [alpa:] and [alku:] in (27b)

show these alternations.

Moreover, we see that the question morpheme [-
>
tSu] 3 is added to the stem as in [misi-

>
tSu:],

[alpa
>
tSu:] and [alku-

>
tSu:] the morpheme vowel surfaces as a long vowel. These examples show that

IK marks questions with a long vowel.

3[-
>
tSu] is the standard question marker in IK
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6.3 Summary

Section (6) showed that IK indeed has a simple vowel system composed of only three vowel

phonemes /a/, /i/ and /u/. The high vowels undergo a slightly lowering process word finally. Finally,

the vowel chart shows that there are a set of three plain vowels and their longer allophonic vowels.

Moreover, the high vowels /i/ and /u/ lax to [I] and [U] respectively as shown below.

- Plain Phonemic Vowels: /a/, /i/ and /u/

- Allophones: [I], [U], /a:/, /i:/ and /u:/
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7 Prosody

7.1 Syllable Structure in IK

As we saw earlier in section (4.0.2), IK does not have a complicated syllable structure. The

data in table (2) represents all possible syllable structures in IK. Lombeida-Naranjo (1976:130) and

Cole (1982:205) claim that Ecuadorean Kichwa does not allow consonant clusters word initially or

word finally. The examples in table (2) show that IK differs from those claims as IK shows that

there are word initial consonant clusters, specifically [Cw] (C = consonant) clusters and diphthongs

as we see in (28) below.

(28) Consonant clusters and Diphthongs

Kichwa Gloss

a. Clusters [Cw] kwaï.
>
ãüa ‘lame’

kwika ‘worm’

Rwa.na ∼ üwa.na ‘poncho’

mi.kwi.Za ‘eat-PERM’

b. Clusters [Cj] ta.fja ‘wall’

ka.Bja ‘rope’

c. Diphthongs [ai] pai.ku ‘a type of herb’

wai.na 1lover’

ai.
>
tSa ‘meat’

d. Diphthongs [au] tau.Ri ‘a type of bean’

pau.kar ‘March’

Interestingly, IK allows consonant clusters word initially in a [Cw] sequence only as we see

in [kwaï
>
ãüa] or [Rwana] ∼ [üwana], where [k], [R] and [ü] are followed by [w] forming a simple

cluster in word initial environments. What these findings show is that IK allows the formation of

word initial consonant clusters of type CCV, IK does not allow consonant clusters word finally.

The “No diphthong theory” for Ecuadorean Kichwa is posited by most researchers such
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as Cole (1980); however, Lombeida-Naranjo (1976:104) found that Ecuadorean Highland Quichua

[EHQ] in Bolivar Province indeed violates vowel cluster rules in some cases.

Examples of diphthongs are provided in (28c and 28d), examples such as [ai.
>
tSa] [tau.Ri],

[wai.na], [pau.kar] and [pai.ku] show that IK has diphthongs, contra Cole (1980). I analyze these

as diphthongs and not V+glide sequences because the vocoid after [a] sounds like a V, with a wider

aperture than for a glide. Other authors may argue that pure Kichwa words do not have consonant

clusters (diphthongs are only present in loan words), but the examples provided here are 100%

Kichwa words.

The data also shows that diphthongs only occur in two vowel sequences; [ai] and [au],

which is very clear in the examples provided in (28c) and (28d). It also shows the impossibility of

having *[ua], *[ui] *[ia] or *[iu] diphthong clusters in IK.

7.2 Stress

IK has a simple, predictable and straightforward system. The examples in (29) and (30)

indicate how stress is distributed in the syllable structure of IK.

7.2.1 Default Stress Pattern

Cole (1982:208) states that IK carries stress on the penultimate syllable of the word by

default. Examples of this pattern are shown in table (29) below.

(29) Default Stress Pattern

a. /uku/ ["u.ku] ‘inside’

/mi
>
tSihu/ [mu."

>
tSi.hu] ‘hat’

/kalpa-na/ [kal."pa.na] ‘run.INFINITIVE’

/kaja-na/ [ka."ja.na] ‘call.INFINITIVE’

b. /kalpa
>
tSi-na/ [kal.pa."

>
tSi.na] ‘make them run’

/apamu
>
tSina/ [a.pa.mu-"tSi-na] ‘make them bring

/wasi
>
tSina/ [wa.si."

>
tSi.na] ‘ to build a house’
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As we see in (29a), IK carries the stress at the penultimate syllable words such as nouns

or adjectives as in [mu."
>
tSi.hu], ["u.ku], ["ja.na] or verbs in infinitive as in /ka."ja.na/ or [kal."pa.na]

agreeing with Cole’s claim. Similarly, affixed words such as [wa.si."
>
tSi.na] or [kal.pa."

>
tSi.na] in

(29b) that contains a CAUSATIVE morpheme [
>
tSi] carry the stress on the penultimate syllable when

the verbs are in INFINITIVE mode. However there are some exceptions to this rule that will be

discussed in the next section.

7.2.2 Stress at Morpheme Boundaries

There are some circumstances where IK does not follow the rule of carrying the stress on

the penultimate syllable. In other words, there are exemptions to the general rule. These special

circumstances are caused by some morphemes such as the VAL = VALIDATOR [-mi] as well as

other morphemes as shown in table (30).

(30)Stress Pattern at Morpheme Boundaries

/kalpa-
>
tSi-hu-rka/ [kalpa-"

>
tSi-hu-rka] m̀ake he/she run-PROG-2SING.PL’

/miku-tSi-nki-
>
tSi-jaRI/ [miku-"tSi-Ngi-tSi-jaRi] ‘fed-2PL-CAUS-EMPH?’

/apamu-nki-
>
tSi-ja-RI/ [apa"mu-Ngi-tSi-jaRi] ‘bring-2PL-CAUS-EMPH?’

/wasi-mi/ ["wasi-mi] ‘house-VAL’

/kalpa-nka-
>
tSa/ [kalpa-Nga-"

>
tSa] ‘run-3SING-FUT-DUB’

/mikuna-hun/ [mi"kuna-huN] ‘eat.INF.PL-PROG.3’

In the previous section (wa.si."
>
tSi.na) we saw that the causative (CAUS) [-tSi] morpheme

carries the stress on the penultimate syllable in INFINITIVE words. In [kal.pa."
>
tSi.hur.ka], however,

the stress falls on the ante-penultimate syllable but still in the same morpheme. Besides, [a.pa."muN-

gi-tSi-ja.Ri] shows that the stress is actually falling on the fifth syllable from the right. The previous

example shows that stress can fall on different syllables depending on what type of morphemes

are attached. For example [apa"muna = ‘to bring.INF’] is stressed on the penultimate syllable.

However, [apa"mu-Ngi-tSi-jaRi] where we have the (EMPH) morpheme, the language keeps the stress

on the last stem syllable in the original word. This is also true for the affixed infinitive verbs at the
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CAUS morpheme [-
>
tSi] but not (EMPH) marker morpheme when the speaker is in direct (first hand)

speech] with the interlocutor.

The validator morpheme [-mi] on the other hand, marks the stress at the ante-penultimate

syllable as in ["wa.si.mi]. Similarly, stress falls at the ante-penultimate syllable when the progressive

morpheme [-hun] as in [mi."ku.na.huN] is added to a verb.

Moreover, there are other morphemes that make stress fall on the last syllable. The DUB

morpheme [
>
tSa] as in /kal.pan.ka."

>
tSa/, shows that stress will also fall on the last syllable of the word.

These examples show that different suffixes affect stress differently. I leave a precise description of

stress in IK for future research.
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8 Conclusion

This report has provided a basic description of the phonology of IK. IK’s consonantal in-

ventory has twenty two phonemic sounds and thirteen allophonic sounds. The vowel system has the

three phonemic vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/. There are also two derived allophones for each high vowel.

This brings a total of 35 consonantal sounds and eight vowel sounds in the entire IK sound system

as shown in the following charts (31) and (32).

(31) Consonantal Phonemes and Allophones

Phonemes Allophones Phonemes Allophones

Plosives /p/ [p, b] Nasals /n/ [n,m, ï, N ]

/t/ [t, d] /m/ [m]

/k/ [k, g, x, G, k^, ∅] /ñ/ [ñ]

/ph/ [ph] Liquids /l/ [l]

/th/ [th] /R/ [R, ü,
>
ãü]

/kh/ [kh] Glides /w/ [w, B]

/g/ [g] /j/ [j]

Fricatives /F/ [F,f] Affricates /
>
tS/ [

>
tS,

>
dZ]

/s/ [s, z] /�ts/ [�ts, �dz]

/z/ [z]

/S/ [S]

/Z/ [Z]

/h/ [h, x]

(32) Vowel Phonemes and Allophones

Phonemes Allphones

/a/ a, a:

/i/ [i, I, i:]

/u/ [u, U, u: ]
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The data provided in this report shows that the syllable system in this language does not

have complicated consonant clusters. It also show that this language (IK) only allows word initial

clusters in a combination of [kw-] and [Rw]- and [üw] sequences. These consonant clusters are a

new addition to the discussion, because other authors claimed that IK and the rest of the Quichua

language does not allow having word initial clusters or diphthongs for native words.

In general, IK is a language that has a simple and straightforward phonological system, with

minor changes from what was the proto-Quechua language phonological system in spite of contact

with two main languages (Kara and Spanish4) that were spoken in the Imbabura Region as Adelaar

(2004), Torero (1974) suggest.

4 Spanish is the lingua franca language spoken in the modern Imbabura Region. Spanish is the language of govern-
ment, education, trade.
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9 Appendixes

Appendix 1: Consonantal Realizations in Word Initial Positions

Kichwa English Kichwa English Kichwa English Kichwa English

pa.ta edge of cliff pin.d ͡ʒu milktree pu.ka red * *
pa.t ͡ʃa time, space piʃ .ku bird pu.ra full moon * *

ph * * * * * * * *
ɸa.t ͡ʃa wool sheet * * ɸu.ku.na to blow * *
ɸa.ta cracked heel * * ɸuj.ju cloud * *
ɸaŋ.ga leaf, * *

m ma.ki hand mi. ͡tʃa light mu. ͡tʃa kiss * *
b * * * * * * * *
β * * βi.ra oil, fat * * * *

Inter-Dental f * * fi.t ͡ʃa.na to sweep * * * *
t ta.puj question ti.ju mister, sir tu.ʒu bone * *
tʰ * * tʰi.ju sand tʰu.ka spit * *
d * * * * * * * *
n na.naj pain ni.na fire nu.na soul * *
s sa.pi root si.sa flower su.ju region * *
z zam.bu pumpkin * * * * * *
l laɾ.ka ditch li.ki torn, worn lu.luŋ egg * *
ɾ ɾa.su snow ɾi.kɾa shoulder ɾu.ɾu fruit * *
t ͡s ͡tsa.la skinny ͡tsi.ni nettle ͡tsuɣ .ni lagana * *
ʃ ʃa.ja.na to stand ʃ i.ku cub(cattle) ʃu.ju picture * *
ʒ ʒa.ki sadness ʒi.ka alphabet ʒu.ɾu strage * *
t ͡ʃ ͡tʃa.gɾa farm ͡tʃ i.ɾi cold ͡tʃu.ɾu snail * *
d ͡ʒ * * * * * * * *
ʐ ʐa.su snow ʐ i.gɾa shoulder ʐu.ku old * *
ɖʐ * * * * * * * *
ɲ ɲa.ɲu thin, slender * * ɲu.ka I * *
j ja.ku water * * ju.ɾa plant * *
k ka.ɾu far ki.ɾu tooth kuɾ.pa clod * *
kʰ * * * * * * * *
̚k ̚ * * * * * * * *
g * * * * * * * *
ŋ * * * * * * * *
x * * xi.pa next * * * *
ɣ * * * * * * * *

Glotal h ham.bi medicine * * hu.pa garbage * *
Aproximant w waw.ki brother wi.wa animal * * * *

Velar

Word Initial occurrence of Consonantal sounds in IK

-a -i -u -c (c= consonant)

ɸBilabials

Alveolar

Palato  
Alveolar

p
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Appendix 2: Consonantal Realizations in an (a - α vowel environments)

Kichwa English Kichwa English Kichwa English Kichwa English Kichwa English

p a.ka.pa.na tornado a.pi soup a.puk leader aɾ.pa arpa * *
ph * * * * * * ham.pʰa.t

u * * *
b * * * * * * * ʃam.ba clod *
m a.ma negation a.min.da no flavor a.muk ̚ soft kam.dʒa toast corn pam.ba field
ɸ * * * * * * * * * *
β * * ha.βi.na to butter * * * * * *

Inter-Dental f * * ͡tʃ i.fi. ͡tʃa witch * * * * * *
t pa.ta cliff edge ka.ti.na to follow ha.tu.na to sell * * * *
tʰ * * * * * * an.tʰa.wa car * *
d * * * * * * tan.da bread * *
n na.naj pain a.ni hard ja.nu.na to cook * * tan.da bread
s ka.sa frost a.si.na to laugh ra.su snow * * is.ɾu ring
z * * * * * * am.za dark iz.ma shit
l pa.lan.tʰa banana ma.li.na to taste ha.luŋ not well cooked tul.pa native's kitchen wa.gli damaged
ɾ a.ɾa wild fruit a.ɾi yes ka.ɾu far pu.ɣɾu valley paɾ.la.na to talk
t ͡s pa. ͡tsax hundred a. ͡tsil god ha. ͡tsu beetle an. ͡tsa.la few * *
ʃ a.ʃa few ma.ʃ i friend ma.ʃu.wa a tubercle u.ɣʃa straw iʃ .pa urine
ʒ sa.pa.ʒa poor, widow * * ha.ʒu tongue * * * *
t ͡ʃ pa. ͡tʃa time, space ka. ͡tʃ i salt ka. ͡tʃu horn pil. ͡tʃ i wood plate * *
d ͡ʒ * * * * * * kam. ͡dʒa toast corn * *
ʐ ʐu.ʐa.na to do * * * * * * * *
ɖʐ * * * * * * kwan. ͡ɖʐa not straight * *
ɲ a.ɲas skunk * * ɲa.ɲu thin * * * *
j a.ja spirit * * * * * * ka.βja rope
k pa.ka.na to hide ɸa.ki.na to brake pa.ku brown ak.ʒa.na to choose al.ku dog
kʰ * * * * * * an.kʰaj.li echo * *
̚k ̚ * * * * * * * * * *
g * * * * wal.ka-gu neckless-DIM a.tux-gu wolf-DIM * *
ŋ * * * * * * * * aŋ .ga eagle
x * * * * * * * * * *
ɣ * * * * * * * * * *

Glotal h * * * * a.pa.huŋ He is carrying * * * *
Aproximant w a.wa.na to weave * * * * * * * *

Velar

v-c (c= consonant, 
v= vowel)

Word Medial occurrence of Consonantal sounds in IK

Bilabials

Alveolar

Palato Alveolar

a-a a-i a-u c-v (c= consonant, v= 
vowel)
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Appendix 3: Consonantal Realizations in an (i - α vowel environments)

Kichwa English Kichwa English Kichwa English

p xi.pa next ti.pi.na to harvest corn si.pu.na to close the eyes
ph * * * * * *
b * * * * * *
m i-ma what? ʃi.mi mouth ku.ti.mu.na to come back
ɸ * * * * * *
β * * * * * *

Inter-Dental f * * ͡tʃi.fi. ͡tʃa type of witch * *
t hi.ta untammed ki.ti city Ki.tu Quito
tʰ * * * * * *
d * * * * * *
n ni.na fire ni.ni I say ki.nu.wa quinoa
s si.sa flower mi.si cat a.li.su a type of tree
z * * * * * *
l i.la medicinal plant ki.li.ki a type of bird tu.la hand mabe small hill
ɾ si.ɾa.na to sew si.ɾi.ɾi.na to lay down ki.ɾu tree
t ͡s mi. ͡tsa mean, avaricious i. ͡tsi.pu sty, stye ͡tsi.jam.bi. ͡tsu a type of monkey
ʃ sa.ki.ʃa.mi I will leave (DUB) hi.ʃi shoo animals mi.ʃu mestizo person
ʒ i.ʒa.na to not exist ki.ti.ʒi parish, county i.ʒul sand
t ͡ʃ ki. ͡tʃa shit ki. ͡tʃi.xi tight ki. ͡tʃu.na to take away
d ͡ʒ * * * * * *
ʐ * * * * * *
ɖʐ * * * * * *
ɲ fi.ɲa.na to go angry i.ɲil wild plant i.ɲu flea
j * * * * * *
k a.li.kaj to be good ki.ki baby corn cob mi.ku.na food
kʰ * * * * * *
̚k ̚ * * * * * *
g * * * * mi.si-gu cat-DIM
ŋ * * * * * *
x * * ki. ͡tʃi.xi tight * *
ɣ * * * * * *

Glotal h * * * * ri.huŋ is going
Aproximant w hi.wa grass si.wi ring(jewerly) * *

Velar

Word Medial occurrence of Consonantal sounds in IK

i-a i-i i-u

Bilabials

Alveolar

Palato Alveolar

Retroflex

Palatal
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Appendix 4: Consonantal Realizations in an (u - α vowel environments)

Kichwa English Kichwa English Kichwa English

p u.pa speech-impaired su.pi fart tu.pu.na to measure
ph * * * * * *
b * * * * * *
m u.ma head ʐu.mi stone, rock u.mu.tu dwarf
ɸ u. ͡t ʃu.ɸa ash * * * *
β * * * * * *

Inter-Dental f * * u.fi.ja.na to drink * *
t tu.ta night mu.ti.luŋ wild berry pu.tu wood trunk
tʰ * * * * * *
d * * * * * *
n nu.na soul su.ni large tu.nu music, melody
s u.sa head-louse * * ͡tʃu.sun small
z * * * * pu.zuŋ stomach, rumen
l tu.la man made little hill ka.pu.li andean cherry lu.luŋ egg
ɾ pu.ɾa full moon pu.ɾi.na to walk pu.ɾun abandoned field
t ͡s lu. ͡tsa.na to squeeze ku. ͡tsi agile pu. ͡tsu.hu foam
ʃ u. ʃa.na to be able to u. ʃi daughter u. ʃu.ta shoe
ʒ ʒu.ʒa liar u.ʒi ugliness ʒu.ʒu baby
t ͡ʃ ku. ͡t ʃa lake, lagoon ku. ͡t ʃi pig u. ͡t ʃu chili
d ͡ʒ * * * * * *
ʐ ʐu.ʐa.na to do * * * *
ɖʐ * * * * * *
ɲ ku.ɲa snot, booger * * pu.ɲu.na to sleep
j hu.ja.na to love ku.ji guinea pig mu.ju seed
k u.ka oca ͡tʃu.ki a tyoe of parakeet u.ku inside
kʰ * * * * * *
̚k ̚ * * * * * *
g ta.ru.ga a type of deer * * al.ku-gu dog-DIM
ŋ * * * * * *
x * * * * * *
ɣ * * * * * *

Glotal h * * * * u.hu cough, flu
Aproximant w ʃu.wa thief tu.wi tayra * *

Alveolar

Palato Alveolar

Retroflex

Palatal

Velar

Word Medial occurrence of Consonantal sounds in IK

u-a u-i u-u

Bilabials
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Appendix 5: Consonantal Realizations in word final environments

Kichwa English Kichwa English Kichwa English Kichwa English

p * * * * * * * *
ph * * * * * * * *
b * * * * * * * *
m * * * * * * * *
ɸ * * * * * * * *
β * * * * * * * *

Inter-Dental f * * * * * * * *
t * * * * * * * *

tʰ * * * * * * * *
d * * * * * * * *
n * * * * * * * *
s a.ɲas skunk pi.lis a type of insect * * * *
z * * * * * * *
l ku.mal sweet potato kaŋ.gil popcorn mu.tul cartilage * *
ɾ ja.waɾ blood ta.pir tapir kun.duɾ condor * *
t ͡s * * * * * * * *
ʃ paj-paʃ him-too, her-too * * * * * *
ʒ * * * * * * * *
t ͡ʃ * * * * * * * *
d ͡ʒ * * * * * * * *
ʐ ya.waʐ blood * * kun.duʐ condor * *
ɖʐ * * * * * * * *
ɲ * * * * * * * *
j a.paj take it with you a.pa.rij put it on your back! a.kuj masticate it! * *
k kal.pak runner ka.pik squeezer a.puk leader * *
kʰ * * * * * * * *
̚k ̚ kal.pak ̚ runner ka.pik ̚ squeezer a.puk ̚ leader * *
g * * * * * * * *
ŋ pu.taŋ big fly ta.ziŋ nest lu.luŋ egg * *
x pu. ʃax leader a. ͡tʃix resplandecient ta.pux runner * *
ɣ pu. ʃaɣ leader a. ͡tʃiɣ resplandecient ta.puɣ runner * *

Glotal h * * * * * * * *
Aproximant w haw not mature corn * * * * * *

i-a-

Word Final occurrence of Consonantal sounds in IK

Alveolar

Palato Alveolar

Retroflex

Palatal

Velar

u- c-

Bilabials
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